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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Pierre Jarawan

A Song for the Missing
“A tiny grain of sand is enough to build a vast
story.”
About the Book ▪ It’s 2011 and the Arab Spring
is in full bloom when the discovery of two bodies
in Beirut sows the first seeds of unrest there too.
With houses already burning, Amin sets out to
write down his memories. Of the year 1994, when
he returned to Lebanon with his grandmother as a
teenager – twelve years after his parents’ death. Of
his friendship with Jafar, the boy his own age who
crossed the desolate post-war landscape with him.
And of the painful discovery that there will never be
certainty in this country – about his friend’s past or
his family’s history. This book is Jarawan at his best
– a deeply personal story skillfully interwoven with
the tumultuous history of the Middle East, moving
and riveting.
ı

“A love letter to Lebanon and its people – a
deft, sensitive book that steers clear of ‘oriental’
clichés, with a poetic narrative voice.”  
Daniel Speck
ı

© Marvin Ruppert

By the author of the international bestseller
The Storyteller

Specifications

ı Berlin Verlag Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 464 pages

ı Rights sold to the Netherlands
(Harper Collins)

About the Author ▪ Pierre Jarawan was born in 1985 in Amman (Jordan) to a
Lebanese father and a German mother, after they fled from the civil war. At the age
of three years, he immigrated to Germany with his family. He has won international
prizes as a slam poet, and in 2016, he received the “Bayerischer Kunstförderpreis” for
his debut novel The Storyteller, which went on to become an international bestseller,
a bookseller’s favorite and was translated into six languages. He lives in Munich.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Willi Achten

Who We Loved
Two brothers, the seventies and a home where
a dark chapter of Germany’s history lives on
Something was in the air, something akin to turmoil
and revolt, a glow on the faces and a sparkle in
their eyes.
About the Book ▪ The seventies in provincial
West Germany. A village in which time appears to
stand still. For Edgar and his brother Roman life
is straightforward and good. Until their father falls
in love with the vet at the May festival and leaves
the family. Their mother increasingly retreats to
her lottery kiosk. Soon, the boys are left to their
own devices. Eventually, social services arrive to
take Edgar and Roman to the Gnadenhof home. An
institution in which Nazi methods are still used.
In vivid images, Willi Achten tells the story of a
tense decade, of the unbreakable bond between
siblings and of the awakening of a generation,
who resolutely confronted the dark legacy of their
parents.
ı

© Heike Lachmann

“Willi Achten writes scenes that you can’t
ever forget. These two brothers will be in the
reader’s head for a long time.”  
Sylvie Schenk

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 384 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Willi Achten grew up in a village in the Lower
Rhine region. He studied in Bonn and Cologne. He has worked as an author
since the early nineties. He is married and has two children. Willi Achten
lives in Vaals in the Netherlands.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Agnes Krup

Summer Guests
Three lovers and the courage to find yourself
About the Book ▪ It is the summer of 1925.
Author Charlotte Overbeck and her companion
Ellen travel to Rockcliff Isle, a picturesque island
off the Canadian Atlantic coast. Charlotte intends to
work on her new novel while Ellen wants to furnish
their shared cottage. On their arrival by mailboat,
they meet Crawford Maker at the harbour. He is a
local dressed like a fisherman and holding a dead
bird with large wings under his arm. Ellen visits him
in his workshop where he skins and preserves the
bird. She is reminded of her short career as an artist,
which she gave up in order to become Charlotte’s
companion. Crawford recognizes her talent and
invites her to accompany him on an expedition to
the Congo…
ı

An Atlantic island. Two accomplished
women. And one extraordinary man
ı

Canada 1925 - a stirring novel about love and
artistic self-determination

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı April 2020

ı 370 pages

© Nina Subin

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Agnes Krup majored in German and English
Literature at Hamburg and Tübingen Universities and has worked as an
editor, agent, and literary scout. Born in Hamburg, Germany, she moved to
New York in 1994. Today, she divides her time between northern Germany
and the Hudson Valley, New York. Her first novel With the Outgoing Tide
was published in 2017.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Georg M. Oswald

Past Life

An unexpected love story. A dark suspicion. An
impossible decision.
About the Book ▪ Sophia, a struggling young
journalist, gets a much-needed career break:
she is asked to write the program book for the
Munich Symphony Orchestra and to accompany
the musicians at rehearsals and on tour. When a
fling with a celebrated cellist turns serious and she
moves into his apartment in Munich’s bustling
Glockenbachviertel neighborhood, she finds herself
needing a new project to sink her teeth into. She
sets about writing a novel and stumbles on some
alarming information about Daniel’s past. Digging
deeper leads her to put the whole relationship in
jeopardy. How truthful should love be? Past Life
skillfully combines a love story with a moral
dilemma – a taut, meticulously constructed pageturner.
Specifications

ı

Masterful and breathtaking: a love story
undermined by a dark suspicion
ı

© Peter von Felbert

“Georg M. Oswald is a unique figure in the
contemporary German literary landscape.”  
DIE ZEIT

ı Piper Hardcover
ı February 2020
ı 224 pages

ı World Rights Available

About the Author ▪ Georg M. Oswald, born in 1963, works as a lawyer
and writer in Munich. His most successful novel All That Counts was translated into ten languages. His most recent novels were Among Enemies which
was highly praised for its psychological realism and high tension, and All the
Ones You Love.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Annette Pehnt

Everything You See Is New
“Freedom has nothing to do with us.”
About the Book ▪ They recognised the places,
the emperor and the pagodas from the news. But
they wanted to see, hear and taste everything. Now,
after a long journey, they are in Kirthan with a
tour guide in front of them explaining it all. He is
called Nime, a young man with the voice of a fairy
tale teller. He will show them the temple of eternal
friendship, the ruler-straight boulevards and Asian
cuisine. But suddenly, Nime is no longer there.
Questions arise about his disappearance and the
truth behind what they see. Everything You See Is
New comes in the guise of a romantic travel novel
and shows encounters with life under totalitarian
rule in a way that is not expected by Western
travellers.
ı

Annette Pehnt’s award winning A
Chronicle of Closeness is followed by her new
autobiographically inspired novel
ı

© Peter von Felbert

A clever and political book about the
manipulative power of totalitarian systems

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 192 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Annette Pehnt, born in Cologne in 1967, lives
in Freiburg and Hildesheim. At Piper she published numerous novels and
prose volumes which received amongst others the Italo Svevo Prize and the
Hermann Hesse Prize. Her best known works include I must be off and A
Chronicle of Closeness.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Ulrike Ulrich

While We Celebrate
“As a woman, my country is the whole world,”
Virginia Woolf
About the Book ▪ Like every year, German
singer Alexa will celebrate her birthday with a rooftop party on the night of Swiss National Day – yet
regrettably still without a decision about her Swiss
citizenship. Meanwhile, Kamal needs somewhere
safe to stay. If he doesn’t immediately leave the
country, he risks deportation to Tunisia. But because
homosexuals are being persecuted there, he asks his
German teacher Zoltan to put him up for a few days.
However, Alexa’s best friend says no for reasons he
won’t even admit to himself. Throughout the course
of the day events escalate – until not only the party,
where it all comes together, is in jeopardy. Inspired
by Virginia Woolf’s classic Mrs Dalloway, Ulrike
Ulrich draws a panorama of our life in Europe –
multi-voiced, with her unique tone and literary brilliance.
ı

“If you want to know what life at the heart of

capitalism in the 21st Century feels like, how people are torn
in opposite directions and how big politics has an effect on
people’s personal lives, you should read this fast-paced, bitter

Specifications

ı Berlin Verlag Hardcover
ı April 2020

ı 272 pages

ı World rights available

and frequently funny novel.”

© Ute Schendel

Lukas Bärfuss

About the Author ▪ Ulrike Ulrich, born in 1968 in Düsseldorf, has lived since
2004 in Zurich as an author. In 2010, her debut novel Stay Away was published. It
was followed in 2013 by Behind The Eyes and in 2015 by the anthology Outside At
This Time. Her texts have been awarded numerous prizes. In 2016, Ulrike Ulrich
received a scholarship from the City of Zurich and in 2018, a Pro Helvetia grant for
While We Celebrate.
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FICTION ▪ CRIME/THRILLER

Mark Fahnert

Song of Anger
Germany is under attack by terrorists – and
only one woman can stop them.
About the Book ▪ The location: a train en route
from Paris to Cologne. On board: a terrorist with
a bomb, his hand on the detonator. The only hope:
Wiebke Meinert, former elite soldier. She was
trained to kill, but she went into hiding because
she no longer wanted this life. A week before
the planned attack, however, her sister Saskia is
killed in a car explosion. Saskia was a secret agent
investigating a dangerous conspiracy. What did she
discover? Who was after her? To find the answers,
Wiebke will have to go back to her old life. A
contact in Germany’s domestic intelligence service,
the Verfassungsschutz, tells her that there is a Code
Red terror alert. If she can prevent the attack, she
will find her sister’s killer. But the clock is ticking…
Specifications

ı

For fans of Homeland, The Americans and
Swedish crime writer Anna Tell

ı Piper Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 432 pages

© privat

ı World Rights Available

About the Author ▪ Mark Fahnert has been a member of the police force since
1990. He spent a number of years working undercover before going on to serve in
the highway patrol. Nowadays he focuses on politically and religiously motivated
crime. His extensive career in the police force has made him intimately familiar
with the workings of the German intelligence community. He lives in the Sauerland
region of northwestern Germany with his family.
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FICTION ▪ CRIME/THRILLER

Astrid Korten

The Red Rose File
Ibsen Bach series 1

About the Book ▪ Since his wife Lara died five
years ago in an accident that ended his career, the
once-brilliant and esteemed profiler Ibsen Bach
has been but a shadow of himself. Struggling with
the effects of his injuries, he enters data in the
interior ministry in Berlin. One day, at the scene of
a gruesome crime, a postcard is found addressed
to Ibsen. It refers to a series of murders that had
been committed a few years previously in Berlin.
Ibsen is brought back to active police service. At
the same time, the Russian Leonela Sorokin, an
investigative blogger in Moscow, is researching an
old missing person’s case and opens a huge can of
worms because both cases are linked by the same
dark secret.
ı

An unusual protagonist, a deadly game and a
breathtaking story
ı

Volume 2, The Thorns of Evil, to be
published in July 2020

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı March 2019
ı 432 pages

© Meike Böhm

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Since her childhood, Astrid Korten has been surrounded
by the written word. The author, who was born in the Netherlands, wrote her
first crime story at the young age of 13. Her debut novel Ice Cold Embrace
immediately advanced to be a no. 1 best seller. Since then, more tense and
successful thrillers and novels have followed in several languages as well as
several scripts. The author lives with her family in Essen.
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FICTION ▪ CRIME/THRILLER

Michael Wallner

Shalom Berlin
Alain-Lieberman series 1

Up-to-date, stirring, exciting - a Jewish
policeman in the fight against terror.
About the Book ▪ After the publication of an
article about the desecration of a Jewish cemetery in
Berlin, the journalist Hanna Golden is anonymously
threatened with death e-mails. Out of fear, she
contacts the police. The case is handled by Alain
Lieberman, member of the mobile task force for
State Security and a specialist in counter-terrorism.
At first the case seems harmless, but soon it
escalates.  Words turn into brutal, mysterious acts,
whose consequences shake Alain and his large
Jewish family to their foundations…
ı

An uncommon new type of investigator:
Alain Lieberman – member of a special unit in
today’s Berlin.
ı

Terror begins in the mind – the prelude to a
highly exciting crime series about anti-semitism,
islamism, fear and violence

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı February 2020
ı 288 pages

© Aglef Püschel

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Michael Wallner played at the Burgtheater (Vienna)
and the Schillertheater in Berlin after attending acting classes at the Viennese
Max Reinhardt Seminar. He works as freelance theatre- and opera director in
Germany and Austria. Since 2000 he has been living as freelance author in
Berlin and Cornwall. His bestselling book April in Paris was translated into
more than 20 languages.  
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FICTION ▪ CRIME/THRILLER

Elena Bellmar

Murderous Majorca

Toni Morales and the Daughters of Wrath (Comandante Toni Morales series 1)
Majorca – picturesque coasts and a puzzling
murder
About the Book ▪ Even before he officially starts
at the Majorcan murder squad, Comandante Antonio
Morales is called out to his first case: a nun has been
found murdered at the foot of Palma’s city wall.
But who would kill a God-fearing ninety-year-old?
Everything points to an unknown woman, who was
last seen talking to the nun and is now nowhere to
be found. When a second gruesome murder occurs,
indications grow stronger that the two cases are
linked. While investigating, Toni Morales discovers
an incomprehensible secret reaching back to a time
that many would rather forget.
ı

Comandante Toni Morale’s first case unearths
an old crime
ı

For fans of Luis Sellano, Sophie Bonnet and
Pierre Martin

Specifications

ı Pendo Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 304 pages

© by Urbschat

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Elena Bellmar is the pseudonym of the author Elke
Becker, who was born in 1970 in Ulm. At the young age of eighteen she
backpacked around South America for several weeks. Later, she spent a year in
Venezuela learning Spanish. It was there that she discovered writing and later went
on to train as a scriptwriter at the Master School in Berlin. Today, Elke Becker lives
on Majorca, the setting of her crime series following investigator Toni Morales.
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FICTION ▪ COMMERCIAL FICTION

Anna Gerding

The Amber Sisters
A mysterious piece of jewellery and one fateful
promise
About the Book ▪ Laboe 1919: Since their
childhood, Ella the fisherman’s daughter and
Annemarie the hotelier’s daughter have been
best friends. They are the amber sisters and wear
matching shiny pendants. Nothing can separate
them, until Annemarie suddenly vanishes without
a trace. They say she drowned in the sea. Only Ella
knows what really happened.
Hamburg 2019: While researching, journalist
Kathrin comes across an old photo: taken in the
twenties, it shows a woman wearing an amber
pendant, which looks almost identical to a family
heirloom of Kathrin’s. However, she does not
recognise the woman. Kathrin takes up the trail of
the pendant and makes a shocking discovery, which
sheds a new light on her family history...
ı

Atmospheric novel about a family secret set
on the Baltic Sea
ı

© by Urbschat

secret

Two friends: separated by life, bound by a

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı August 2020
ı 400 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Anna Gerding was born in 1977 in northern
Germany. After living in Hamburg for a few years, she returned to the
countryside, where she now lives with her husband in an old half-timbered
house. She is passionate about writing, travelling and her animals. Under
her real name, Judith Knigge, and the pseudonym, Linda Belago, she writes
successful non-fiction, women’s novels and sagas.
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F I C T I O N ▪ YA R O M A N C E

Anna Rosina Fischer

Forever And You
As real, as intense, as authentic and as crazy as
only love can be
About the Book ▪ In her new novel, Anna
Rosina Fischer recounts the story of Jonas, who
meets a girl on the Berlin circle line and falls head
over heels in love with her. They travel far together,
much further than planned, and before Jonas gets
off they arrange to meet on the train the following
Monday at the same time. Jonas is there, but she
does not come... Six months later he bumps into her
again but too much has happened since then and
she can neither remember him nor will she have
anything to do with him. However, Jonas won’t give
up and gives his all to win her back. A tragic, funny
and authentic love story.
ı
ı

By the successful author of Songbird

“A beautiful and touching YA novel with
much feeling and love.”
charmingbooks.de on Songbird

Specifications

ı ivi Paperback
ı March 2020
ı 384 pages

© Dorothea Wegerich

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Born in East Berlin in 1980, Anna Rosina Fischer
spent most of her childhood and youth as a competitive figure skater. Today
she loves to go to punk concerts and lives with her husband and two children
in Berlin.
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F I C T I O N ▪ FA N TA S Y

Laura Kneidl

The Whisper of Magic
Magic is amongst us. And it is dangerous…
About the Book ▪ The new fantasy adventure
by best-selling author Laura Kneidl takes us to the
magical city of Edinburgh. 19-year-old Fallon, like
the rest of her family, has a talent for sensing magic.
For that reason she works at an Edinburgh archive
that holds a collection of potentially dangerous
magic artefacts. However, when Fallon meets
mysterious and attractive Reed and he steals some
magic tarot cards, the inhabitants of Edinburgh are
in great danger... With this novel Laura Kneidl will
delight all fans of gripping and romantic fantasy.
ı

From the no. 1 SPIEGEL best-selling author
of Someone New and the epic The Crown of
Darkness
ı

A stand-alone novel full of tension, romance
and magic

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı May 2020

ı 400 pages

© Larissa Kneidl

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Laura Kneidl, born in 1990, writes about love with
a capital L and fantastic worlds and has released highly successful books in
multiple genres. At Piper, the author published the high fantasy series The
Crown of Darkness. Laura Kneidl lived in Edinburgh for several months. The
city inspired her to write her new novel The Whisper of Magic. Today, she
lives in Leipzig where her flat resembles a library.
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F I C T I O N ▪ FA N TA S Y

Lukas Hainer

Night Runner
Forget Who You Were

Only one thing counts in war ... true friendship.
About the Book ▪ Evelyn and Leonow live in a
world full of struggles: poor against rich; true belief
against heresy. Evelyn herself is fighting for her life
in hospital due to a congenital illness and when she
is able to leave, her home is nothing but rubble and
ashes. It is hour zero: Evelyn and Leonow become
night runners; treasure hunters looking for secret
miracle weapons and buried artefacts. While the
people are trying to accept the new world and forget
the old one, Evelyn is keeping a secret. A secret
that binds her to Leonow and that is the key to the
domination of the whole post-war world. As a result
not only earthly power have targeted her.
ı

A fascinating future epic on the question of
how long friendship, love and humanity can last
Specifications

ı ivi Paperback
ı March 2020
ı 400 pages

© Franziska Nehmer

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Lukas Hainer is one of Germany’s most successful
song lyricists. After periods living in Brazil and northern Germany, he now
lives in Munich, where he was born. After The Dark Heart and its sequel
The White Heart, Night Runner is his new and exciting standalone novel for
young adults.
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NON-FICTION

Bettina M. Pause (with Shirley Michaela Seul)

It’s All About Smell

How Our Nose Affects What We Want and Who We Love
We are what we smell
About the Book ▪ When we meet other people,
we exchange not only words and sights but a
wealth of information gleaned from our sense of
smell. This form of communication occurs largely
unconsciously, although it has a significant impact
on our perception and behaviour. It’s our nose, for
instance, that tells us whether someone is angry
or afraid, healthy or sick. Our sense of smell is
remarkably acute: we can distinguish a trillion
smells but only five million colours. Renowned
olfactory psychologist Bettina Pause offers an
insight into her latest ground-breaking research,
showing why we should follow our nose much more
often in everyday life.
ı

organ

All about our most under-appreciated sensory

ı

Bettina Pause is a leading international
authority in the field of olfactory psychology

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 272 pages

ı Sold to Korea (Business Books)

About the Author ▪ In 2004 Bettina M. Pause finished her postdoctoral qualification at the
University of Kiel on the connection between smell and emotion – the topic is still one of her key
areas of research. After several research stays in the USA and Canada she became a professor at
the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf. Unique in Germany, her professorship combines the
© privat

fields of biological, clinical and social psychology. She wrote It’s All About Smell together with
her co-author Shirley Michaela Seul.
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NON-FICTION

Susanne Götze, Annika Joeres

The Grimy Climate Lobby
How Politicians and Economic Policy-Makers Are Selling the Future of Our Planet
How powerful networks are sabotaging climate
protection
About the Book ▪ The issue of climate change
has been acknowledged as one of the most urgent
problems of our era, most recently during the
European election and through the “Fridays for
Future” movement. Yet despite clear obligations
to the aims of the Paris Agreement we are far from
achieving them – why?
Susanne Götze and Annika Joeres show how an
effective climate policy is being obstructed by a
powerful network. After years of research they have
uncovered the major players and interests behind
this obstruction, from climate-change deniers to
farming and fossil-fuel lobbyists to influential think
tanks and politicians. A well-founded and strongly
argued piece on a highly topical debate, this book
will shake public opinion to the core.
ı

From 2020, the 197 states participating in the
world climate agreement are planning to reduce
their carbon emissions – why these stated targets
may not be met, and how a global network is
preventing them

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı April 2020

ı 304 pages

ı World rights available

ı

Two investigative journalists working in
concert
About the Authors ▪ Dr. Susanne Götze is a historian and has been researching the issue of climate
change for ten years as a print and radio journalist. Her book Land Submerged in Paradise received the ITB
Award in 2019. Annika Joeres works in France as an investigative journalist at corrective.org and various
German media outlets. She specialises in extensive research into socio-political issues.
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NON-FICTION

Alexander von Schönburg

The Green Hedonist
How to Save the Planet in Style

The Snob‘s Guide to ecofriendly living
About the Book ▪ We all want to save the
world, but unfortunately the details do get a bit
joyless. Local produce from organic supermarkets
may taste better than industrial goods and plastic
bags are unforgivable purely on aesthetic grounds,
but if you want to be consistently climate-neutral
then you need to radically change your life. Sadly,
this can rapidly devolve into a sort of eco-religion
and you’ll end up annoying everybody else. Still,
Alexander von Schönburg is determined: it must be
possible to live in a way that is both pleasant and
halfway resource-efficient. He describes his attempt
to live a healthy and environmentally friendly life,
recounting the difficulties and contradictions he
encounters along the way – gloriously ironic and
very true.
ı

Alexander von Schönburg’s books have sold
more than 800,000 copies
ı

© Peter von Felbert

A green personal experiment befitting
“Fridays for Future”

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı April 2020

ı 176 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Alexander von Schönburg, born 1969, lives a
double life: He works as a journalist and is the head of a once famous noble
family. Since 2009 he has been part of the managing editorial team of Bild
Zeitung. He has written many bestselling books, including World History, to
Go (2016) and The Art of Stylish Poverty (2005) which have been published
in more than ten languages. He lives with his family in Berlin.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
piper.de) Piper Verlag GmbH ▪ Georgenstr. 4 ▪ 80799 München, Germany ▪ Tel.: +49 (0)89 38 18 01-735 ▪ www.piper.de
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Dorlis Blume, Monika Boll, Raphael Gross

Hannah Arendt and the Twentieth Century
Hannah Arendt’s historical power of judgement
About the Book ▪ The twentieth century
would be impossible to understand without
Hannah Arendt, wrote author Amos Elon. Arendt
significantly shaped our perception of two core
concepts: totalitarianism and the banality of evil.
This is also why Arendt’s judgements rarely went
unopposed. This book examines her perspective
on the age of total hegemony, anti-Semitism, the
plight of refugees, the legacy of the post-war era,
the Eichmann trial, the political system and racial
segregation in the USA, Zionism, feminism and the
student movement.
Featuring contributions by such writers as Micha
Brumlik, Ursula Ludz, Jerome Kohn, Wolfram
Eilenberger, Barbara Hahn, Thomas Meyer and
Ingeborg Nordmann and Liliane Weissberg
ı

The public intellectual Hannah Arendt
reflected in current affairs

DORLIS BLUME, MONIKA BOLL ,
RAPHAEL GROSS (HG.)

HANNAH ARENDT
UND DAS
20. JAHRHUNDERT
Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 288 pages

ı World rights available

About the Authors ▪ Monika Boll is a philosopher and curator. She has curated exhibitions on the
Frankfurt School, Marcel Reich-Ranicki and Fritz Bauer, among other topics. She is the curator of the
exhibition “Hannah Arendt and the Twentieth Century”. Dorlis Blume is head of Special Exhibitions and
Projects at the German Historical Museum, Berlin. Raphael Gross is president of the German Historical
Museum, Berlin.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
piper.de) Piper Verlag GmbH ▪ Georgenstr. 4 ▪ 80799 München, Germany ▪ Tel.: +49 (0)89 38 18 01-735 ▪ www.piper.de
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Charlotte Roche, Martin Keß-Roche

Couple-ology
The Relationship Book

The podcasting sensation of the year – now in
book form!
About the Book ▪ What’s the secret to a
happy long-term relationship? Charlotte Roche’s
and Martin Keß-Roche’s answer? Talking. They
demonstrate how this works in their podcast,
Paardiologie (“Couple-ology”), and now in this
book. Under discussion are various important
topics that all couples have to deal with: love
after infatuation, sex, jealousy, money, listening,
conceiving and having children, upbringing, desire,
infidelity. The Roches’ unconditional honesty leads
to a liberating realisation: (nearly) all couples have
the same problems. And they can be solved. For
the book they have reorganised and reedited these
issues, while couples therapist Dr Amalfi has added
commentary and additional information.
ı
ı

You’ve never seen couples therapy like this!

All the important questions and answers –
newly organised and with commentary by therapist
Dr Amalfi

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 320 pages

ı World rights available

About the Authors ▪ Charlotte Roche was born in High Wycombe, Great Britain, in 1978. Her debut novel
Wetlands triggered a heated debate over its radical frankness and became the most successful book in 2008, staying
on number 1 of the bestseller list for months and selling millions of copies. Her second novel Wicked followed in
2011 and was equally successful. Both novels have been turned into major motion pictures. Martin Keß-Roche was
co-founder of the TV company Brainpool and today is co-manager of the Cologne-based coffee roasters Van Dyck.
The Roches live together near Cologne.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
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Helge Timmerberg

Reinhold Würth
The Lord of Screws

The self-made man who built a billion-euro
company
About the Book ▪ He was barely nineteen
when his father died. He took over his parents’
screw business and turned it into an international
corporation with a current turnover of 13.6 billion
euros and more than 77,000 employees. Reinhold
Würth showed them all, transforming the town of
Künzelsau in south-central Germany into the seat
of an international company. Who is this man, who
got rich off making screws and is perhaps the last
patriarch in Germany, making all the decisions in
his firm to the last detail? How did he get started?
What role did his family play? Helge Timmerberg is
on the case, delving deep into an incredible story of
power and money…
ı

One of the largest German family companies:
13.6 billion-euro turnover, more than 77,000
employees, active in more than 80 countries
ı

© Frank Zauritz

A scintillating biography written by the wellknown writer Helge Timmerberg

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı April 2020

ı 256 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Helge Timmerberg, born in 1952, is a journalist
and travel writer. He publishes in the Süddeutsche Zeitung, Zeit, Stern,
Spiegel, Playboy and others and wrote books like Tigers Don’t Eat Yogis,
Shiva-Moon, Jesus from the Sex Shop and African Queen. Most recently, the
SPIEGEL bestsellers The Red Olivetti, The Streets of the Living and Ready
for everything were published.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
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Markus Thiel

Mariss Jansons
A Passionate Life for Music
A passionate worker on sound
About the Book ▪ He was a star conductor;
however not a conceited maestro, but an equal
amongst colleagues. He was a workaholic,
uncompromising in his love for music, demanding
a great deal of himself, always very precise and
emotionally committed to his work. Mariss Jansons
was almost literally consumed by his work. All that
led to him being a highly respected and beloved
artist. Markus Thiel held many conversations with
him until Jansons’ death on December 1st, 2019. In
this biography, he publishes an up-to-date and lively
portrait of the outstanding conductor. He showcases
Jansons not only as a musician, cultural policy
maker and interpreter, but above all as a human
being.
ı

The only comprehensive and authorised
biography of the great conductor
ı

Markus Thiel closely accompanied the
star conductor for years and talked with a lot of
important companions

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 320 pages

ı Rights sold to Taiwan (Muzik)

ı

© Klaus Haag

„Mariss Jansons was one of the great
conductors of our time, a true star.“
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
About the Author ▪ Markus Thiel, born in 1965, is music editor at
the Münchner Merkur. Furthermore, he works as author for the magazine
Opernwelt and is a member of the jury at the “German Record Critics’
Awards”. He accompanied Mariss Jansons regulary on orchestra tours
since 2003 and got to know him and his work well through many personal
conversations.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
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Philipp Gut

Ben Ferencz: Attesting to a Century
The Moving Life of the Last Living Chief Prosecutor at the Nuremberg Trials
“Revenge doesn’t bring peace”.
About the Book ▪ Ben Ferencz is the last living
chief prosecutor at the Nuremberg Trials, the “biggest murder trial in history” and was dealing with
some of the worst crimes of the Nazi genocide.
Having witnessed a turbulent century, he has lived
a life of cinematic drama and also helped set up the
International Criminal Court at the Hague. After
his experiences during the Second World War, his
primary mission was that law should predominate
in international relations. “Law not war” was his
motto.
This moving biography of Ben Ferencz reflects the
history of the twentieth century with all its highs
and lows. Out of the horrors he witnessed grew a
profound commitment to justice. His goals – doing away with wars of aggression, the primacy of
the law, world peace – are as relevant now as ever.
Even at nearly a hundred years old, Ferencz is still
involved in contemporary politics, drawing on his
shrewd analyses and clear judgement.

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 352 pages

ı English sample translation available
ı Rights sold to Hungary (Europa)

About the Author ▪ Philipp Gut, born in 1971, is a historian and journalist. He published several books, among
others about Herman Hesse and Winston Churchill. His dissertation, Thomas Mann’s Idea of German Culture,
published in 2008, won the German Thomas Mann Society’s Scholarship Prize.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
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Ulrike Demmer, Daniel Goffart

Ursula von der Leyen
The Biography

The up-to-date biography of an exceptional
politician
About the Book ▪ Ulrike Demmer and Daniel
Goffart have been following Ursula von der Leyen,
an exceptional politician, offering a critical portrait
of the prominent Christian Democrat. The two
authors trace her path from militant daughter of
Ernst Albrecht, long-serving Minister President
for the state of Lower Saxony, showing how the
“little Rose” became a doctor, a mother of seven
and a cosmopolitan minister. The former Minister
of Defence has now been tasked with heading the
European Commission – the first woman to do so.
ı

Published to coincide with von der Leyen
taking office in December 2019
Specifications

ı Piper Paperback

ı November 2019
ı 256 pages

ı World rights available

About the Authors ▪ Ulrike Demmer worked for Der Spiegel for many years. Since June 2016 she has
been deputy government spokesperson. Daniel Goffart is a senior correspondent with Focus. In 2019 he
published The End of the Middle Class.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
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Tamika Campbell, Denise Linke

The Taste of Freedom
How I Escaped a Cult and Discovered Life
“This is my story.”
About the Book ▪ For many people, New
York City is a dream. “How could anyone leave
voluntarily?” Tamika Campbell is often asked. This
book is her answer. In 1974, she was born into a cult
in Brooklyn, the Ansaaru Allah Community. Living
in the community was like being in prison, so at
the age of thirteen she made a break for freedom,
completely on her own. She stayed for a while in
Philadelphia, Salt Lake City and Santa Monica,
although her situation there wasn’t much better. Yet
she has a gift that has kept her alive: her sense of
humour. It wasn’t until Tamika Campbell arrived
in Germany that she turned a corner. Berlin is her
adopted home, the place where she was discovered
on the street as a comedian and now spends her time
making theatres full of people laugh.
ı

The breath-taking life story of one
extraordinary woman
ı

The courageous account of an escaped cult
member

Specifications

ı Berlin Verlag Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 208 pages

ı World rights available

About the Authors ▪ Tamika Campbell was born in New York City in 1974. She grew up in the Ansaaru
Allah Community in Brooklyn. In 1999 she moved to Germany, working various jobs, and in 2007 she began a
career as a professional comedian – initially in England, then, from 2014, in Germany. In 2018 she held her first
national solo tour. She lives with her daughter in Berlin. Denise Linke is a journalist and author. In 2016, in
collaboration with Joachim Gerard, she published the bestselling book I’m Getting You Back: A Father Looks
for His Sons in an ISIS Hell. With Berlin Verlag she has published Not Normal, But Pretty Great (2015).
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Ursula Nuber

The Attachment Effect

How Early Experiences Affect Our Happiness in Relationships and What
We Can Do about It
This is how you learn to have relationships
About the Book ▪ Why do we always have
the same problems in relationships? Why can’t
we find the person who really suits us? If love is
difficult, there’s often a deep underlying cause:
many relationship issues are actually attachment
problems. What we learn as young children about
close relationships shapes our attachment style and
influences whether we approach other people with
positive expectations or with anxieties, as well
as how much intimacy we allow. Yet we’re not
slaves to our attachment patterns, as experienced
psychologist Ursula Nuber shows in her new book.
We can get better at love and relationships if we
examine our early lessons and risk new experiences.
ı
ı

Everyone can have happy relationships

Features numerous case studies and practical
suggestions

Specifications

ı Piper Hardcover
ı May 2020

ı 256 pages

© Gudrun-Holde Ortner

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Ursula Nuber is a qualified psychologist and, until
2018, editor-in-chief of the magazine Psychologie Heute. She lives and works
as a psychologist and couples’ therapist near Heidelberg, and is the author of
numerous psychological guidebooks.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
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Antonia Wille

Anxiety Phase

Why I Have to Accept My Anxiety to Live Freely and Autonomously Once More
Anxiety has many faces
About the Book ▪ Antonia Wille has suffered
from an anxiety disorder since the age of eleven.
She has been forced to pass up on class trips,
parties, holidays and numerous job offers because
panic made her breathless and anxiety made her
ill. Most of the time she fought against the anxiety,
confronting it head-on, yet she was always thrown
back. In this book – in which she comes out as
someone who suffers from anxiety – she explains
why she’s now doing better than ever, how these
days she usually copes smoothly with everyday life,
and why she sometimes prefers to go with the flow
rather than to try and overcome her sense of panic.
Open, honest and witty, she shares her experiences,
gives valuable tips and offers words of wisdom to
relieve other sufferers.
ı

A well-known blogger describes how
she copes with anxiety and panic attacks in this
wonderfully candid debut

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 240 pages

© Stefanie Müller

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Antonia Wille, born in 1986, is a freelance journalist
and blogger. After university she worked for daily newspapers as well as
various online media outlets. She is one of the pioneers of Germany’s fashion
blogging scene. In 2013 she founded the online magazine amazed with
two colleagues. She also works as a lecturer on social media and advises
companies on branding and influencer marketing.
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Katrin Biber

Larissa’s Legacy

My Sister’s Horrific Murder and How I Found My Way Back to Life
Living, laughing and loving once more
About the Book ▪ In 2013, Katrin Biber’s
sister Larissa vanished without trace on her way
back from a party. Not long afterward, it became
clear that her boyfriend at the time had murdered
her out of jealousy. The subsequent period was
extremely painful for Katrin and her family. Many
of their relatives and friends were also completely
overwhelmed by the situation. Eventually Karin
started to wonder what her vibrant, fun-loving
sister would have done in her stead. So she pulled
on her trainers and began to tackle her grief with
movement – and it worked! Katrin Biber explains
how she managed to survive the first year after such
a tragic event, and how she gradually regained a
positive outlook on life. Her sister’s motto was a
constant mantra during this process: “Live. Laugh.
Love.”
ı

Regaining a positive outlook on life after a
tragic event
ı

© Peter Koren

Katrin Biber is one of the best-known experts
on grief in the German-speaking world and has
found great success with her “SeelenSport” training
concept

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 272 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Katrin Biber, born in 1985, grew up as the oldest
of four sisters in Reutte, Tirol. In the autumn of 2013, her sister Larissa was
murdered by her boyfriend at the time. After a long period of mourning,
Katrin finally found her way back to life. Movement played a key role in
this. Today, she has found success as a grief and sports counsellor with her
“SeelenSport” training concept.
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Kai Strittmatter

China’s New Power
33 Questions – 33 Answers

What do you need to know about China?
About the Book ▪ China is once again a world
power. Nothing happens without them, whether
we want it to or not. Yet China is still foreign to
many people. Its economic power is undisputed, its
political agenda often opaque. Under Xi Jinping,
the most powerful governmental and party leader
since Mao, the authoritarian state has reinvented
itself, in open competition with the West, and has
used Big Data and artificial intelligence to build the
perfect surveillance state. China’s new geo-strategic
ambitions as well as its economic practices have
led to tensions; its harsh responses to hot-button
issues such as Taiwan, Tibet or Xinjiang regularly
lead to outcry. This book offers answers to the most
important questions regarding China’s politics,
history, culture and economy.
ı

Highly topical and well researched

ı

Further volumes of the new Piper series 33  
Questions - 33 Answers to be published in April
2020:

© Anton Turovinin

Wolfram Eberhard,
Arab-Israeli Conflict

Ulrich Eberl,
Artificial Intellegence

Specifications

ı Piper Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 128 pages

ı World rights available

Bernhard Pöttner,
Climate Change

About the Author ▪ Kai Strittmatter, born 1965, studied Sinology
in Munich, China and Taiwan. He was a long time correspondent for the
Süddeutsche Zeitung in Beijing, from 1997 to 2005 and again from 2012
to 2017. At Piper he is the author of China A to Z and We Have Been
Harmonised and one of the best China experts in Germany.
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Rüdiger Nehberg

No Danger Is a Match for Courage
An Adventurous Life

A life thriller and a gripping manifesto
About the Book ▪ Rüdiger Nehberg looks back
at 1,001 experiences – the basis of his success in
human-rights work. In this new autobiography, he
recounts how he cycled to Morocco at the age of
seventeen, learned survival techniques in the USA
and brought them to Germany, and made it 1,000
kilometres without food, overcoming disgust and
fear; how he witnessed the worst human rights
violations and came up with crazy forms of activism
to draw attention to the suffering of others. He
describes the time he spent in a Jordanian prison
and as part of a caravan in the desert, experiences
that let him get to know Muslims. Despite the
cultural climate, he discusses the possibility of
working with Islam as a partner, and sets out his
long-term goal, the aim for which he continues to
fight with unflagging creativity: ending the crime of
female genital mutilation.
ı

© Annette Nehberg-Weber und Rüdiger Nehberg

“Rüdiger Nehberg is one of Germany’s most
famous adventurers. Perhaps the only one. He’s
spent his life fulfilling his dreams.”
Spiegel Online

Specifications

ı Malik Hardcover
ı April 2020

ı 416 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Rüdiger Nehberg, born in 1935, is a baker and
pastry chef, adventurer, survival expert and human-rights activist. He has
been making headlines since the 1970s for his expeditions – and for his
commitment to saving the Yanomami tribe and preserving the rainforest.
He and his wife, Annette Nehberg-Weber, campaign against female genital
mutilation via the organisation “Target”.
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Andreas Kieling

Kieling’s Little Forest School
Life in Nature

Where do insects and wolves really stand
today?
About the Book ▪ Andreas Kieling’s video
blog “Little Forest School” is viewed up to five
million times per post on Facebook and shared
thousands of times. The well-known documentary
filmmaker and lecturer discusses both current and
controversial topics, such as how to deal with the
wolf in Germany or the dying of insects and its fatal
consequences for the ecosystem. Now, for the first
time, he is collecting the most exciting contributions
in a book. He encourages us to look at nature at our
front door from a new perspective, and presents
the highlights and hotspots of the animal world. He
explains what to consider when feeding birds, how
to deal with the mole in your own garden and what
you should know about wildlife encounters in the
forest.
ı

Andreas Kieling is an award-winning animal
filmmaker, renowned wildlife expert and bestselling
author.
ı

© Manfred Ossendorf

A loose compendium for a better
understanding of nature and environmental issues

Specifications

ı Malik Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 208 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Andreas Kieling, born in Gotha in 1959, fled the
GDR in 1976 and has been travelling the world since 1990. The awardwinning documentary filmmaker lives in the Eifel region. In addition to
travelling to the most remote regions, his successful books are devoted above
all to nature at home. More than 250,000 copies of his books were sold so far.
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Nadine Pungs

My Journey to the Land Beyond Tomorrow
Travelling Alone from Jordan to Oman
Deserts, incense and skyscrapers
About the Book ▪ Alone, carrying little more
than curiosity in her backpack, Nadine Pungs
explores the Arabian Peninsula: from Jordan via
Kuwait, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar
and Oman to the border of Yemen. She rides with
Bedouins through the desert, spends the night in
tents and skyscrapers, and speaks to refugees and
migrant workers. She meets a sheikh, and even gets
an audience with an honest-to-goodness princess.
Pungs collects stories from the Orient, adding
her own observations and encounters to create a
glittering mosaic of contemporary Arabia. She
experiences kindness – but also situations that seem
to offer no way out. And at some point she has to
decide: give up, or keep travelling till the desert
kisses the sea.
ı

A solo female traveller explores the vibrant
countries of the Arabian Peninsula
ı

© Jil Ziegner

“This is a woman who hides nothing,
including the hardships of being a foreigner, the
inability to communicate, the unease. And she
describes it in a style that swings along, reminding
us what language can do.”
Andreas Altmann

Specifications

ı Malik Paperback
ı March 2020
ı 256 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Nadine Pungs, born in the Rhineland in 1981,
studied literature and history. Before, during and afterwards she worked the
provincial cabaret circuit and performed in theatres to earn a living. Seeking
intensity and beauty, she began to travel, mostly alone, writing down the
stories she gathered along the way.
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Christine Thürmer

Long Distance Hiking

Know-How and Tips from 45,000 Kilometres on Foot
Expert knowledge by the world’s most hiked
woman
About the Book ▪ Christine Thürmer, longdistance hiker and bestselling author, has been on
the trails of this world for over twelve years. During
this time she has become an expert in all aspects of
long-distance hiking: she packs according to the ultra-light principle, researches her routes to the letter,
including the opening hours of the shops along the
way, and knows how best to treat drinking water.
She has learned which cooking system is ideal for
which hike, how to behave when encountering wild
animals and why a synthetic quilt is more practical
than a down sleeping bag. In this book, she gives
concrete tips on how to prepare and carry out a tour
and reveals numerous tricks to help you cope better
with the highs and lows of everyday trail life. With
a twinkle in her eye, she tells of her experiences, the
people along the way and the great happiness that
everyone - regardless of age, sex and budget - can
find when hiking long distances.
ı
ı

The bible of long distance hiking

© Peter von Felbert

“Thürmer uses a casual style, easy to read
and extremely entertaining.”
FAZ

Specifications

ı Malik Paperback
ı April 2020

ı 272 pages

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Christine Thürmer, born 1967 in Forchheim,
worked as a manager after her studies. After an involuntary break in
2004, she resigned from her job for good in 2007. Since then, she is solely
committed to long-distance hiking, biking and paddling. Meanwhile, she is
one of the most hiked persons world wide and international outdoor- fans
know her as the “German Tourist”. Malik publishes her bestselling books
Walk. Eat. Sleep. and Hike. Bike. Paddle.
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Anne Siegel

Where the Wild Women Live
Iceland’s Strong Women and Their Life in Nature
A view into the Icelandic soul
About the Book ▪ Iceland is a nation of power
women, every year it is one of the countries with
the highest representation of women. Anne Siegel
depicts ten of these strong Icelandic women who
have led thrilling lives and are deeply connected to
their environment. Whether sharp-witted brewer,
dedicated adventurer or the extraordinarily talented
Björk – Anne Siegel presents a variety of life
stories, describes how old ritual and modern life
harmonize with each other, and visits the power
places where these women draw their unrestrained
strength from the unique nature of Iceland.
ı

Iceland-expert Anne Siegel on a deeply
fascinating country
ı

“Anne Siegel’s books are pure happiness
inside a jacket.”
WDR

Specifications

ı Malik Hardcover
ı March 2020
ı 256 pages

© Jacobia Dahm

ı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Anne Siegel, born and raised in northern Germany,
lives in Cologne and San Francisco, where she works as an author, radio
and TV journalist, and a writer of radio plays. In 2015 she published her
debut novel Northern Bride. She has also written several non-fiction books,
including Women, Fish, Fjords with MALIK National Geographic and
Señora Gerta with Piper Verlag.
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Exclusive Agents
Foreign Rights are exclusively handled
by our agents within the following territories:
Brazil

Scandinavia

Villas-Boas & Moss Literary Agency, Ms. Anna
Luiza Cardoso
phone: +55 21 2540-8700,
e-mail: annaluiza@vbmlitag.com

agentur literatur Gudrun Hebel, Mr. Günther
Frauenlob
phone: +49 (30) 34 70 77 67
e-mail: guenther.frauenlob@agentur-literatur.de

Czech Republic and Slovakia

South East Europe

Kristin Olson Literary Agency, Ms. Kristin Olson
phone: +420 222 580 048
e-mail: kristin.olson@litag.cz

(Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary,

France
Agence Fontaine, Ms. Sabine Fontaine
phone: +33 (1) 39 76 03 86
e-mail: agencefontaine@orange.fr

Greece
Iris Literary Agency, Ms. Catherine Fragou
phone: +30 (210) 243 24 73
e-mail: irislit@otenet.gr

Italy
Berla & Griffini Rights Agency, Ms. Barbara Griffini
phone: +39 (02) 80 50 41 79
e-mail: griffini@bgagency.it

Netherlands
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency, Ms. Marianne
Schönbach
phone: +31 (20) 620 00 20
e-mail: m.schonbach@schonbach.nl

Russia
Mediana Literary Agency, Ms. Luba
Berezovskaya
phone: +7 921 426-1339
e-mail: lb@mediana-agency.com

Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, Slovenia)

Corto Literary Agency, Ms. Diana Matulic
phone: +38 59 14 57 74 09
e-mail: diana@cortoliterary.com
Spanish-Speaking World
For Piper:
A. C. E. R. Agencia Literaria, Ms. Laure Merle
d´Aubigné
phone: +34 (91) 36 92 061
e-mail: lma@acerliteraria.com
For Berlin Verlag:
International Editors Co., Ms. Jessica Zuan
phone: (+34) 93 215 88 12
e-mail: jessica.zuan@internationaleditors.com

Taiwan
The PaiSha Agency, Ms. Kim Pai
phone: +886223650733
e-mail: kimpai@thepaishaagency.com
Turkey
Onk Agency, Ms. Merve Öngen
phone: +90 (212) 241 77 00
e-mail: merveongen@onkagency.com

Translations foreign rights list: Catherine Venner (fiction) and Caroline Waight (non-fiction)
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